Data monitoring committees: Promoting best practices to address emerging challenges
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Abstract
Background and Purpose: Data monitoring committees are responsible for safeguarding the interests of study participants and assuring the integrity and credibility of clinical trials. The independence of data monitoring committees from sponsors and investigators is essential in achieving this mission. Creative approaches are needed to address ongoing and emerging challenges that potentially threaten data monitoring committees’ independence and effectiveness.

Methods: An expert panel of representatives from academia, industry and government sponsors, and regulatory agencies discussed these challenges and proposed best practices and operating principles for effective functioning of contemporary data monitoring committees.

Results and Conclusions: Prospective data monitoring committee members need better training. Options could include didactic instruction as well as apprenticeships to provide real-world experience. Data monitoring committee members should be protected against legal liability arising from their service. While avoiding breaches in confidentiality of interim data remains a high priority, data monitoring committees should have access to unblinded efficacy and safety data throughout the trial to enable informed judgments about risks and benefits. Because overly rigid procedures can compromise their independence, data monitoring committees should have the flexibility necessary to best fulfill their responsibilities. Data monitoring committee charters should articulate principles that guide the data monitoring committee process rather than list a rigid set of requirements. Data monitoring committees should develop their recommendations by consensus rather than through voting processes. The format for the meetings of the data monitoring committee should maintain the committee’s independence and clearly establish the leadership of the data monitoring committee.
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committee chair. The independent statistical group at the Statistical Data Analysis Center should have sufficient depth of knowledge about the study at hand and experience with trials in general to ensure that the data monitoring committee has access to timely, reliable, and readily interpretable insights about emerging evidence in the clinical trial. Contracts engaging data monitoring committee members for industry-sponsored trials should have language customized to the unique responsibilities of data monitoring committee members rather than use language appropriate to consultants for product development. Regulatory scientists would benefit from experiencing data monitoring committee service that does not conflict with their regulatory responsibilities.
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Introduction

Properly designed and conducted randomized clinical trials are integral to achieving timely and reliable evidence about the benefits and risks of medical interventions. Oversight of these clinical trials requires coordination and ongoing review of safety, efficacy, quality, ethics, adjudication, operations, and logistics. Independent data monitoring committees (DMCs) hold a unique place in clinical trial oversight (see Figure 1). DMCs periodically conduct unblinded reviews of accumulating safety and efficacy data and serve in an advisory role to the trial leadership and sponsor. Their primary mission is to safeguard the interests of study participants and to protect the integrity and credibility of the trial. A substantial body of literature describes the role, function, and experience of DMCs1–21 (see online Appendix 1 for the evolution of their role and scope).

The independence of DMCs from sponsors and investigators is essential to the ability of DMCs to achieve their mission; however, ongoing and emerging challenges threaten DMCs’ independence and effectiveness. An expert panel of representatives from academic medical centers, academic research organizations, the pharmaceutical and biotech industry, the National Institutes of Health, and the US Food and Drug Administration discussed these challenges and proposed best practices and operating principles for the effective functioning of DMCs. This position paper summarizes these discussions and offers recommendations to improve the DMC process, highlighting insights from meeting participants who collectively have DMC experience in hundreds of clinical trials and who widely represent areas of expertise in the DMC process.

Best practices and operating principles for DMCs

Achieving adequate training/experience in the DMC process

DMCs face complex challenges, such as balancing safety signals that arise from limited data against the value of continuing the trial to obtain more conclusive results. Most DMC members have not received formal training concerning their roles and responsibilities, in part because of a lack of infrastructure for providing such training.17–19 A recent unpublished survey reported that only 8% of DMC members indicated having been trained in the DMC processes, while nearly all indicated their belief that such training would have been valuable prior to their initial DMC service. Few trial sponsors require formal training for DMC members.

Training options for DMC service could include a combination of didactic and experiential instruction. Training might include a formal curriculum with textbooks,5,6,8 articles,9–11 web-based lectures,12 or interactive courses. DMC members should understand basic clinical trial design and analysis13 as well as the fundamentals of clinical trial operations. More advanced training might include biomedical ethics and methodologies of interim analyses. Formal DMC courses could be offered as part of comprehensive degree programs at schools of medicine or public health or through
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**Figure 1.** Organizational diagram of clinical trial stakeholders and participants. The data monitoring committee occupies a central position and interacts directly with some of the groups that oversee, support, and manage the trial conduct. CRO: contract research organization
training programs offered by Clinical Translational Science Award-funded institutions.

Experienced DMC members could offer “short courses,” perhaps in conjunction with professional meetings. Such training could be supplemented by web-based modules designed to highlight past dilemmas DMCs have faced. Some universities offer similar types of instruction in other disciplines through open-source platforms such as Coursera, Open CourseWare, and iTunes U. These increasingly popular courses offer a low-cost mechanism to disseminate DMC training widely. Efforts also could target international settings, such as those by the Harvard Multiregional Clinical Trials Center in publishing insights about DMC responsibilities and in providing regional training opportunities to hundreds of clinical trialists from emerging regions by sending teams of clinical trial experts to developing countries to build expertise regarding the purpose, goals, and responsibilities of DMCs.

Given the nature and complexity of DMC functions, a combination of training and experience may best prepare a new generation of qualified DMC members. An apprenticeship model for initial DMC service could complement didactic and web-based training. In one apprenticeship model, the DMC could include a “new member” without prior DMC experience, yet with substantive expertise in areas of research or practice relevant to the deliberations of the DMC. This “new member” could benefit from the mentorship provided by at least one experienced fellow member, ideally from a related area of specialization, enabling them to effectively engage in the DMC’s process of review and consensus development. While many expert panelists agreed with the potential value of such apprenticeships, such programs remain to be widely implemented.

Some apprenticeship-type opportunities have been provided through participation in clinical trial monitoring activities performed by committees that are “semi-independent” because their membership includes researchers from the sponsoring organization who do not have leadership responsibilities in the trials. These could be standing internal committees formed by sponsors to monitor early stage trials not having independent DMCs. Such a committee at Merck Research Laboratories involves both junior and senior members from clinical, quantitative, and regulatory organizations within Merck and enables internal personnel to gain experience on safety and efficacy monitoring practices and techniques. In some settings, these semi-independent standing committees have been formed to be supportive to DMCs that are in place. For clinical trials conducted by HIV prevention cooperative groups sponsored by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, such committees monitor pooled data on quality of trial conduct measures, enhancing trial integrity while providing their members substantive insights into the monitoring process.

While training and experience is important for all DMC members, this is especially true for the DMC Chair, whose leadership has considerable influence on the efficiency and effectiveness of the DMC process. The Chair should be prepared to serve in the lead role in all sessions of the DMC meeting and in the development and dissemination of DMC recommendations and meeting minutes.

Training the next generation of DMC members will require commitment from academic institutions, government agencies, and professional organizations such as the Society of Clinical Trials, in order to develop curricula, options for “real-world” DMC experiences, and mentoring by experienced DMC members. A well-structured certification process could provide substantive experience for potential future DMC members. Defining the financial model needed to support such endeavors will be important in ensuring that DMC training options become widely available and sustainable.

**Indemnification**

DMC members face several sources of possible liability from clinical trial stakeholders, including trial participants or their advocates who might argue that participants experienced trial-related injuries that the DMC could have prevented, as well as investors and employees of companies who have a financial stake in the outcomes. Historically, few DMCs have been the subject of litigation; however, over the past decade, several DMC members have been involved as defendants or have been required to provide depositions for legal proceedings (personal communications). The possibility of litigation has many important ramifications for DMC members including significant personal financial costs, substantial lost time from normal work activities, personal stress, and damage to professional reputation.

Indemnification for DMC members could influence their performance. Some participants on the expert panel suggested that comprehensive sponsor indemnification could encourage overly risky decision making by the DMC; others observed that indemnification coverage has routinely been provided by academic institutions or industry to their employees, and automobile insurance policies typically provide coverage even in instances of negligence, presumably based on judgment that such practices do not lead to unacceptable increases in irresponsible behavior. Most of the expert panel and all authors supported the view that a robust indemnification process could favorably influence DMC decision making by enabling members to engage in deliberations about how best to protect patient safety and trial integrity without having excessive concerns about potential legal and financial consequences of their recommendations.

Some points about indemnification deserve particular emphasis. A variety of indemnification options often
seen in DMC contracts for industry-sponsored trials were widely considered to be unacceptable, including requiring DMC members to indemnify the sponsor, providing indemnification only if DMC members use the sponsor’s rather than their independent counsel if litigation is pursued against them, and providing an “opt out” of indemnification for negligence by the DMC member with no indication of how such judgments would be made. The indemnification process is also complicated for DMC members participating in National Institutes of Health-sponsored research, since the federal Antideficiency Act, Pub.L. 97–258, 96 Stat. 923, specifically prohibits indemnification of nongovernment employees.

Potential solutions to the indemnification problem have been proposed. First, DMC members as well as trial sponsors should be educated about issues such as personal liability and indemnification to ensure that they consider these when negotiating contracts for DMC membership. Second, standardized indemnification language could be developed for use in industry-sponsored DMC contracts to provide indemnification except in cases of a judicial finding of gross negligence, willful misconduct, or fraudulent acts. Third, in National Institutes of Health-sponsored trials, external sources could be pursued for liability coverage, such as the DMC member’s home institution or the trial’s data coordination center. Fourth, central sources of indemnification for individual DMC members could be pursued, such as creating a risk pool or other type of professional liability insurance group plan to mitigate individual risk. While the financial model needed to support such an endeavor is uncertain, key clinical trial stakeholders such as the Clinical Translational Science Award program and the National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network could be engaged to develop viable strategies for collectively addressing this issue of such importance to DMC service.

**Maintaining confidentiality**

Preserving confidentiality of interim clinical trial data is essential to trial integrity as it reduces the risk for prejudgments that could adversely impact future trial enrollment, trial participants’ adherence to the randomized therapies, and participants’ retention in the trial. Undermining these components of trial conduct threatens the ability of the trial to provide clear answers to the questions it was designed to address. In a recent well-publicized instance, a serious breach in confidentiality led to wide dissemination of misleading results and inability to complete the trial. While rare, breaches of confidentiality are extremely serious as they may irreversibly bias subsequent trial conduct, whether in fact or by perception.

Trial sponsors with a financial or intellectual property interest in the outcome of a trial, as in industry trials, should not attend the closed DMC sessions when unblinded efficacy and safety data are reviewed. This restriction also holds for trial leadership, who might have a vested scientific interest in a specific trial outcome. Excluding nonmembers of the DMC protects the independence of the DMC from interference by entities with vested interests and protects sponsors and investigators from any perception that they might have used interim results to interfere with the scientific process. Government-funded trials do not pose the same type of financial conflicts for the sponsors as do industry-funded trials. However, even if one accepts that a funding agency has no financial or intellectual property stake in the outcome of the trial and no institutional interest other than in assuring the trial be conducted in a scientifically rigorous and ethical manner, whether agency staff members should attend closed sessions continues to be debated. Many clinical trial experts caution against such attendance even in these settings since funding agencies (and in particular, agency staff who may have played an important role in obtaining funding for the study) have an intellectual stake in the trial that they designed and funded.

An important aspect of trial conduct relating to confidentiality is the need, on occasion, to make changes to a protocol during the study. Data external to the trial, for example, may indicate the desirability of modifying the eligibility criteria or even changing the primary endpoint. The trial sponsor makes final decisions regarding such issues. A trial sponsor with access to the interim data, however, cannot make objective decisions about such changes since it will usually be clear whether the change will increase or decrease the probability that the trial has the desired outcome. This issue is relevant to all trial sponsors, public or private.

While blinding other stakeholders is important in maintaining integrity of the trial, DMCs should have full access to unblinded accumulating data on safety and efficacy throughout the clinical trial. Some believe that a DMC should receive only safety data or that a DMC that receives efficacy data only by blinded codes (e.g., Group A vs Group B) will be more objective in assessing interim data. The consensus of the expert panel was that such blinding was counterproductive, even potentially dangerous to the safety of the study participants. By having access to unblinded data on all relevant treatment outcomes, the DMC can develop timely insights about safety in the context of a benefit-risk assessment, as well as about irregularities in trial conduct or in the generation of the DMC reports (see online Appendix 2 for further discussion, including examples of experiences).

DMC members are expected to maintain confidentiality of emerging trial results. Typically, members sign confidentiality agreements that cover not only the period of trial conduct but also a substantial period of time following the conclusion of the trial. Given these typical agreements, how should the DMC proceed if
the DMC believes that the sponsor’s dissemination or lack of dissemination of information to the trial participants and the public has led to serious scientific or ethical concerns? In particular, what recourse do DMC members have to comment? While rare, such situations have occurred and have led to consideration about whether some type of mediation process for DMCs is needed in such situations.5

Creating an effective DMC charter: avoiding rigid procedures

A DMC charter, and at times a DMC-specific statistical analysis plan or a performance standards document,5 should be developed to guide the DMC process. The DMC charter should specify the primary responsibilities of the DMC in relation to the sponsor and the trial leadership committees. The charter should address potential conflicts of interests DMC members may have, procedures for maintaining confidentiality, the format for DMC meeting sessions, reports and minutes, additional details regarding communication pathways, and the statistical guidelines for interim analyses.5

Over the years, the length of DMC charters has grown, and their tone has become increasingly legalistic rather than focusing on a set of principles intended to serve as an operational guide. Some DMC charters have formulated restrictions that limit the number of meetings, or refer to “just reviewing safety data” rather than assessing safety in the context of benefit to risk, or have restricted the format and content of DMC reports. Some DMC charters require a rigid voting process rather than recognizing the importance of formulating DMC recommendations through consensus development.

The DMC should provide multidisciplinary scientific and ethical oversight by exploiting the synergy of members’ experience and expertise. The expert panel agreed that DMC recommendations are best formulated by in-depth discussion of the issues leading to consensus, rather than by voting. Extensive experience has shown broad success in achieving consensus when the DMC chair assumes responsibility for fostering communication and collaboration among the DMC members, maximizes the contributions from all members, ensures that relevant concerns are properly addressed, and guides the DMC toward developing final consensus recommendations.

Long, complex, and ritualistic DMC charters inappropriately constrain DMCs by eroding their independence and, perhaps, sometimes placing them in a legally and scientifically compromised position. Predefining exact operational procedures and contingencies for all potential scenarios is not possible. The DMC must have the flexibility to deal with unexpected challenges. The charter should articulate principles and processes that will provide guidance to the DMC in addressing its mission. To assure proper tone and content for the DMC charter, the DMC should share the lead responsibility for the charter’s development, usually in collaboration with trial leadership.

DMC meeting format

Traditionally, the format for DMC meetings includes both closed and open sessions.5,36 In the closed sessions attended only by DMC members and the unblinded independent statistician, the DMC reviews measures of efficacy, safety, and quality of trial conduct in an unblinded manner. In the open sessions which are attended by trial leadership and sponsors as well as the DMC members, the data reviewed are typically limited to measures of the quality of trial conduct, pooled across intervention groups. Closed sessions allow the DMC to maintain confidentiality of interim data, while the open sessions allow direct interaction between the DMC and the study team about trial conduct, evidence from external sources related to the study interventions, and relevant interactions between the sponsor and regulatory authorities.

The specific meeting format can impact the independence and integrity of the DMC process. Beginning the DMC meeting with a closed session emphasizes the autonomy of the DMC and enhances the likelihood that the DMC—not the trial leadership or sponsor—is in charge of the meeting and its agenda. This approach also offers an opportunity for DMC members to achieve a common understanding of the principal findings from interim data and to organize and prioritize issues for discussion with the study investigators during the open session. This also provides an opportunity to remind DMC members about the confidential nature of the proceedings before they receive updates on the trial progress from the study investigators during the open session. For these reasons, we favor this format; however, alternative formats (e.g. beginning with an open session) can work if the DMC chair brings strong leadership and experience to the proceedings.

Defining the role of the Statistical Data Analysis Center

To perform its functions effectively, a DMC relies on reports containing timely and accurate data on efficacy, safety, and quality of trial conduct.5 Independent biostatisticians at the Statistical Data Analysis Center (SDAC) generate these reports.37,38 These biostatisticians typically serve as a liaison between the DMC and the database (see Figure 1), attending the open and closed sessions of the DMC and providing additional information requested by the DMC between and during the meetings.

The SDAC may be embedded within an academic research organization or function as an independent entity. The same entity may serve not only as the SDAC but also as the data analysis center for data management and site management; in this arrangement, which is common for federally funded trials, there are blinded and unblinded personnel in the same
organization. In such settings, it is important to ensure that the unblinded statisticians can carry out their responsibilities with the DMC confidentially and independently of others in the organization. Some have expressed a concern that an organization with dual roles might create a conflict of interest for the independent statistician because producing a report likely to result in a DMC recommendation for terminating the trial would adversely affect the organization. DMCs should be cognizant of this potential conflict of interest. The independent statistician, whether as part of the organization that performs data and site management or as part of a separate SDAC, should have the knowledge of the protocol and data collection plan and experience to provide the DMC with timely, reliable, and readily interpretable closed reports. This capability should be the primary consideration in the selection of an SDAC.

In current practice, the length and content of DMC reports vary tremendously. Some reports are as brief as a dozen tables with perhaps some accompanying text, while others resemble a lengthy clinical study report with thousands of pages of figures, tables, and listings. The DMC needs streamlined concise documents that display important data in optimally informative ways to foster efficient and intelligent decision making. As such, at the pretrial DMC organizational meeting, the DMC should help to define the format and content of critical tables and graphs. Thoughtful development of figures and tables is important; graphical presentations of data with backup tables in an organized appendix for reference as needed, are encouraged.39 DMC reports should begin with a brief protocol synopsis, a listing of new amendments, a reminder of previous recommendations of the DMC, a concise summary of interim data, and an explanation of complex medical or statistical issues that may influence the interpretation of the data.

The contract for the SDAC should ensure that the independent statistician is experienced with clinical trials and with DMC processes and is provided adequate time and resources to evaluate the interim data and generate an informative but concise report (see Table 1). The SDAC contract should also recognize the need for flexibility to respond to DMC needs and requests to modify the report during the course of the trial. Reports should not be limited to analyses planned at study onset, as the DMC may need additional explanatory and exploratory analyses to help interpret emerging findings. This capability will require that SDACs routinely have access to all trial data, not only the subset of data required to produce the initially specified reports.40 The SDAC should not have to obtain permission or additional data from the sponsor to add or change the number of analyses, tables, or graphs, as such requests endanger the confidentiality of the emerging data. The initial SDAC budget should build in some funding for unplanned or additional analyses the DMC may request. An experienced SDAC will generally be able to estimate quite accurately these needs.

Table 1. Core responsibilities of the Statistical Data Analysis Center and key attributes of the DMC report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core responsibilities</th>
<th>Best practices for report content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bring proper training and experience, as well as thoughtfulness</td>
<td>Interim data summary report should be in one document with page numbers. The report should:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have knowledge of the protocol and data collection plan</td>
<td>?Be focused on providing information necessary to make study recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain independence from sponsor</td>
<td>?Be logically structured with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain confidentiality of interim unblinded study results</td>
<td>Executive summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain flexibility in contracting to ensure sufficient resources to perform complete analyses</td>
<td>Protocol synopsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a comprehensive but accessible interim study reports in a timely manner</td>
<td>Summary notes from previous meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resist pressure to perform biased analyses (e.g. per-protocol analysis confined to compliant patients)</td>
<td>Interim study results to include recruitment progress, baseline data, adherence to protocol, primary and secondary outcomes, safety data including relevant AE and SAE data, and relevant laboratory data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyses of data quality</td>
<td>Analyses of data quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?Be presented clearly with tables and figures as appropriate</td>
<td>?Include explanations of complicated medical or statistical issues that underlie the interpretation of the interim data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?Include explanations of complicated medical or statistical issues that underlie the interpretation of the interim data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMC: data monitoring committee; AE: adverse event; SAE: serious adverse event.

Discussion regarding DMC contracting for industry-sponsored trials focused on the difference between the type of services offered by someone to assist the sponsor in product development, and the type of service a DMC member offers a company. In the former, intellectual property issues are very important. In the latter, avoidance of conflicts of interest and even the reduction of the perception of such risks is of considerable importance. While some industry sponsors have developed “independent scientist” agreements for DMC members, many continue to use the same contracts assigned to
product development consultants. Such generic contracts are often complex and written in technical and legally binding language that is not consistent with the mission of DMC members. Specialized contracting procedures and language are needed to enlist DMC members; the language should recognize the DMC members as independent scientists whose primary focus is to protect patient safety and trial integrity.

The DMC’s independence, either real or perceived, also could be influenced by who engages the DMC members, manages the contracting process and provides payment for their services. While it is appropriate for the trial sponsor to assume these roles, DMC independence could be enhanced by other approaches. For example, in industry-sponsored trials, academic leadership of a study steering committee could engage the DMC members, and they (or the trial’s data coordinating center or SDAC) could provide the payments to DMC members for their services (see online Appendix 3 for further discussion of addressing conflicts of interest).

More effectively integrating regulatory authorities into the DMC process

The work of DMCs is relevant to regulatory agencies, especially when a trial has been terminated early for benefit or harm. As a result, some regulatory agencies have developed guidelines that provide an important set of principles for the DMC process, including the 2006 Food and Drug Administration Guidance Document, the 2007 European Medicines Agency Guideline on DMCs, and the 2013 Guideline on DMCs from Japan’s Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency.

Given the importance of the DMC’s role in ensuring appropriate and safe conduct of trials, additional guidance from global regulatory authorities would be useful, in part to help address challenges we have discussed that potentially threaten the DMC’s independence and effectiveness. Regulatory authorities may benefit from having direct experience in the DMC process. Clinicians and statisticians working in regulatory agencies should have the opportunity to observe the DMC process or even serve on DMCs, ideally in specialty areas unrelated to their regulatory review functions. Such experience would enhance regulators’ understanding of DMC operations and practices and thus their ability to periodically advise sponsors about best practices for DMC procedures in light of the evolving landscape of clinical trials and trial oversight.

Conclusion: DMC best practices and operating principles

DMCs play an important role in safeguarding the interests of study participants and enhancing the integrity and credibility of clinical trials. The independence of DMCs from sponsors and investigators is essential in achieving this mission; however, ongoing and emerging challenges in the current clinical research environment provide multiple threats to the effectiveness and independence of DMCs. To address these issues, creative approaches are needed in many areas. Training options for prospective DMC members should be more widely developed and used. These could include didactic instruction along with apprenticeships to provide real-world experience. Indemnification for DMC members is needed, with an “opt out” only in cases of a judicial finding of gross negligence, willful misconduct, or fraudulent acts, and with the ability of DMC members to select and retain their own independent counsel when faced with litigation. Adequately flexible procedures are needed to protect the independence of the DMC process. In this regard, the preferred approach is for DMC charters to articulate principles guiding the DMC process rather than providing a rigid set of requirements and for DMC recommendations to be developed by consensus rather than through rigid voting processes. The format of DMC meetings, such as the order of closed and open sessions, should maintain independence of the DMC from the sponsor and investigators. The leadership role of the DMC chair should be clear. DMC members and the SDAC independent statisticians should have access to unblinded efficacy and safety data throughout the trial to enable informed judgments. The independent statisticians at the SDAC should have the depth of knowledge and experience to ensure that the DMC has access to timely, reliable, and readily interpretable insights about emerging evidence in the clinical trial. Real and perceived conflicts of interest should be identified and procedures should be followed to avoid the creation of such conflicts. DMC members in industry-sponsored trials should be engaged using approaches that recognize members’ role as independent scientists focused on protecting patient safety and trial integrity rather than as consultants for product development, in part through the development of a customized independent scientist agreement for DMC members. Finally, regulatory authorities should have the opportunity to observe or even to serve on DMCs in trial settings that would not create conflicts with their regulatory responsibilities, enhancing their ability to provide informed guidance regarding the DMC process.

Many factors, including evolving circumstances, have led to these ongoing and emerging challenges. Some issues, such as those related to the need for better training and experience, have intensified with the rapid increase in clinical trials having DMCs, while others, such as the need for protection against legal liability, have grown as DMCs have become more visible. By adopting consensus best practices and operating principles for effective functioning of contemporary DMCs, the role of the DMC can continue to evolve to safeguard patients’ interests effectively and to enhance trial
integrity, in support of obtaining ethical, timely, and reliable evaluations of new interventions for the prevention and treatment of diseases.
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